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I. Standard REA Provisons:
Overview of REAs
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WHAT IS AN REA?
Contract + Easement + Affirmative and Negative Covenants
An REA is a contract between/among signatories and a conveyance of
common, limited common, and exclusive rights that tie a project together
based on the current vision of its developers.
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Also called:
⚫

Construction, operation, and reciprocal easement agreement (COREA)

⚫

Shared use agreement

⚫

Declaration of covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements (CC&Rs)

⚫

Development, operating, and reciprocal easement agreement

⚫

Multiuse agreement
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TRADITIONAL USES
⚫

Neighboring property owners want to develop their properties as one integrated
shopping center (mall), office park, or mixed use development.

⚫

Developer wants to develop property as a single shopping center or office park
but sell components or out-parcels.

⚫

Property owners desire to share facilities or amenities (shared parking or
drainage facilities).

⚫

Industrial parks.
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First Consideration: Identify and Describe Project Components
Shared Use Component
⚫

Parking facilities (including subsurface garages underneath parcels)

⚫

Driveways or private roads

⚫

Loading docks

⚫

Elevators, escalators, and stairwells

⚫

Plaza, courtyard, atrium, or lobby

⚫

Sidewalks and pedestrian thoroughfares

⚫

Signage

⚫

Public restrooms

⚫

Storm water runoff and drainage facilities

⚫

Utility lines

⚫

Skywalks

⚫

Party walls
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Common Building Component
Building element that benefits more than one parcel
⚫ Roof
⚫

Foundation

⚫

Support column

Shared Benefit Components
Properties or items within one or more parcels that may not be physically
used by all parcels but provide a benefit to more than one parcel
⚫ Management or security offices
⚫

Janitorial and maintenance facilities

⚫

Lake, fountain, or public art

⚫

Common area lighting
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Exclusive Components
Items or equipment located within one parcel that exclusively serves
another parcel
⚫

Elevators that serve only upper floors

⚫

Utility pipes, lines, and ducts going through one parcel to serve another

⚫

Rooftop HVAC or antennae

⚫

Encroachments (awnings, signage, building components)
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I. Standard REA Provisions:
Easements
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CREATE APPROPRIATE EASEMENTS
⚫

Easements will depend upon design and intended uses.

⚫

Describe with specificity the burdened and benefitted properties or parties.

⚫

Specify that the agreement runs with the land.

⚫

Specify whether appurtenant (for benefit of property, not a particular owner)
or in gross (for benefit of a particular person; terminates when person no
longer property owner).

⚫

Specify maintenance obligations.

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Easements
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PARTICULAR EASEMENTS
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Development easements
Common road easements
Parking easements
Cross-access easements
Utility line easements
Sign area easements
Greenscape area easements
Easements for encroachments
Storm water drainage easements

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Maintenance and Repair of Common Areas
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MAINTENANCE OBLIGATIONS
Generally, each owner maintains its own private or exclusive use area.
⚫ Obligate someone to maintain common areas.
— Developer (but contemplate exit strategy)
— Primary property owner
— Large anchor owner (preferably with maintenance/management experience, such as hotel)
— Business association
— Homeowners association in a mixed-use project
⚫ Not all components need to be addressed in the same way.
⚫

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Costs for Maintenance and Operations
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ALLOCATION OF COSTS
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Determine method for allocating costs for shared components among benefitted parties.
May be difficult at outset to conceive of what may be fair to all.
Ensure there is flexibility to change allocations or add/subtract cost categories.
Allocation should relate to type of shared item, intensity of use, and benefit received.
Consider whether some uses should be charged less/subsidized by other uses
(e.g., church, arts, and other nonprofit or low-profit uses).
Consider whether some uses should be charged less because they support or provide
amenities to retail customers (food court vendors, newsstands, or convenience stores).
Include payment obligations, terms, and remedies for nonpayment.
Include audit rights.

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Alterations and Building Restrictions
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CONSTRUCTION
Approval of Plans
If project components will be constructed by different owners, the design of
the different improvements will affect other parcels.
⚫

Perhaps include approval of only certain aspects of design.

⚫

Include standards for disapproving.

⚫

Provide that approvals are not unreasonably withheld.

CONSTRUCTION (cont’d)
Construction Schedule
If construction of adjacent improvements affects or is critical to the construction
or operation of other improvements, include commencement obligations, required
completion dates, milestones, and appropriate remedies.

Alterations
⚫

Approval procedure for alterations

⚫

Thresholds for obtaining approval (above certain dollar level, affects design
of outside of building; affects common areas or easement areas).

⚫

Deadline for providing approval

⚫

Construction standards (insurance, lien-free, or bonding over liens)

⚫

Remedies
17

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Covenants and Use Restrictions
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AFFIRMATIVE AND NEGATIVE COVENANTS
Prohibited Uses or Uses Requiring Approval
⚫

Exclusivity/competition concerns

⚫

Quality of vendors – some debate about what "first class" means

⚫

Types of commercial uses (particularly in mixed-use project)

⚫

Limits on signs, sidewalk sales, etc.

⚫

Airspace development rights

⚫

Nuisance-type restrictions

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Covenants and Use Restrictions
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CASUALTY PROVISIONS
⚫

Obligation to rebuild for critical items

⚫

Circumstances under which owner does not have to rebuild

⚫

Time frame for rebuilding

⚫

Construction procedures and obligations

⚫

Clearing of premises

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Covenants and Use Restrictions
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TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS
⚫

Include when identity of owner is a concern.

⚫

Require approval to transfer.

⚫

Approval may not be unreasonably withheld or approval rights limited.

⚫

Include right to purchase, if party does not approve of sale.

⚫

Do not limit foreclosure sales or deeds in lieu of foreclosure.

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Covenants and Use Restrictions
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GENERAL INDEMNITY PROVISIONS
⚫

Indemnify for activities arising out of indemnitor’s parcel.

⚫

Mechanics’ and materialmen’s liens.

I. Standard REA Provisions:
Covenants and Use Restrictions
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REMEDIES
⚫

Termination inappropriate in most cases

⚫

Injunctive relief

⚫

Self-help (right to enter property and complete improvements or assume
maintenance at defaulting party’s expense)

⚫

Financial penalties (liquidated damages)

⚫

Construction bond, completion guaranty, or other assurance of timely completion

⚫

Force majeure clause

II. Operational and Practical Issues:
Parking
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⚫

Are there cross-parking agreements, or areas reserved for certain
owners and tenants?

⚫

Are fees charged for parking?

⚫

Are employee parking areas or reserved parking areas designated?

⚫

How are costs for parking areas allocated among owners and/or
reimbursed by tenants or parking fees?

II. Operational and Practical Issues:
Bankruptcy
24

General Rule about REAs and Bankruptcy
⚫

Provided that all landowners and their existing lenders execute REAs and they are recorded
prior to any transfers, the covenants will survive bankruptcy of current owners or tenants.

⚫

Certain clauses may not be enforced by bankruptcy courts.

⚫

“Ipso facto” clauses are typically not enforced against debtors and relate to:

— The insolvency or financial condition of the debtor at any time before the
closing of the bankruptcy case (Section 365(b)(1)(c))
— The filing of a bankruptcy petition (Section 365(b)(2)(B))
— The appointment of a trustee in bankdruptcy or a receiver under state law
(Section 365(b)(2)(c))

Bankruptcy Code Section 365
⚫

Bankruptcy Code Section 365 governs the right of bankrupt entities to assume, assign, or reject
contracts and leases.

⚫

Only “executory” contracts and unexpired leases can be assumed, assigned, or rejected.

⚫

Executory contracts must have unperformed material obligations for both parties
(e.g., a promissory note is not an executory contract because only one party needs to perform).

⚫

Contracts cannot be modified or rewritten, and must be assumed or rejected in their entirety.

⚫

Contracts are typically deemed assumed if not rejected.

⚫

Exceptions are unexpired commercial leases, which are deemed rejected if not assumed within
120 days of filing of a bankruptcy petition.

⚫

The filing deadline may be extended by an additional 90 days, for a maximum period of
210 days (Section 365(d)(4)).

⚫

Nonresidential debtors must continue to pay rent and timely perform all obligations under the
lease arising after the petition date, pending assumption or rejection (Section 365(d)(3)).
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Sears/Mall of America Case
⚫

Bankruptcy Code section 365(f)(2)(B) permits assignment “only if…adequate assurance of
future performance by the assignee of such contract or lease is provided whether or not there
has been a default in such contract or lease”.

⚫

Sears/Mall of America Case, 19 Civ. 09140 in US District Court for Southern District of
New York, deals with assignment of leases in bankruptcy.

⚫

Transform Leaseco, formed by former Sears executives, acquired 660 Sears leases, most of
which were approved for assignment to Transform Leaseco and its subsidiary.

⚫

Mall of America contested assignment of its Sears lease, claiming that the lease should
revert to it, so it can control who gets to occupy the prestigious space, rather than being
assigned to Transform Leaseco.

⚫

The bankruptcy court approved the assignment and assumption as proposed by Sears.

⚫

The federal district court overruled the bankruptcy court on the basis that the assignment
did not meet the standards of Section 365(b)(3)(A) and (D), which specify what is needed
in order to give a shopping center landlord adequate assurance of future performance.

⚫

The judge later withdrew that decision based on lack of jurisdiction, and the matter is now
on appeal to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
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Bankruptcy Code 365(b)(3)(A) and (D):

(3) . . . adequate assurance of future performance of a lease of real property
in a shopping center includes adequate assurance
(A) of the source of rent and other consideration due under such lease,
and in the case of an assignment, that the financial condition and operating
performance of the proposed assignee and its guarantors, if any, shall be
similar to the financial condition and operating performance of the debtor
and its guarantors, if any, as of the time the debtor became the lessee under
the lease;
. . . and

(D) that assumption or assignment of such lease will not disrupt any
tenant mix or balance in such shopping center.
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Agenda
Operational and Practical Issues
− Developer Rights
• Enforcement
• Litigation Issues
• Review and Approvals
− Site Plan
− Signage
− Big Box/Anchor Tenant Issues
REA Redevelopment Issues and Pitfalls
− Amendments
− Easements and “cross shopping”
− Role of use restrictions for the long term

Eversheds Sutherland

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
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Enforcement by REA Party
─ REA Parties are often the only
enforcers
• If Declaration, the Declarant
enforces
• Tenants rely on lease language
requiring REA enforcement by
landlord/REA parties
• Consider whether successors are
likely to vigorously enforce REA
• REA party vs. “subject to” REA
• Successors may prefer to be only
“subject to” REA

Eversheds Sutherland
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Enforcement – litigation issues

─ Consider the interplay between REA and leases for those
asset classes with tradition of strong leases
─ Actions may be brought under both lease and REA
provisions
─ See discussion in Sears/Mall of America case

─ Mall of America owner appealed from Bankruptcy Court’s
decision approving the assignment and assumption of
Sears’ lease at Mall of America to Transform Holdco LLC
(former Sears executives)
─ REA’s broad use restriction “compatible with and not
detrimental to the operation of a first-class regional
shopping center” virtually meaningless because of nonretail activities at Mall of America
Eversheds Sutherland
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REA Party Rights – review and approval
─ Who controls decisions and administers obligations under
the REA?
• Need exit strategy for developer and smooth transition to
……whom?
➢ Architect/Architectural Control Committee for aesthetic
review – common error – tough to maintain
➢ Largest parcel owner – common fallback
➢ Party with most activity and need for high standard of
maintenance (often retail)
➢ Party who cares the most (might be residential –
constituents are right there)
➢ Homeowners or mixed use property owner associations
─ What types of decisions?
• Aesthetics – exterior plans or general compatibility
standard
• Construction – staging areas, black-out periods
• Use/noxious use violations
Eversheds Sutherland
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The site plan
─ What property is subject to the REA?
• Legal Descriptions - change over time
• Site plans - give the road map – but what if missing or
illegible after recording?
─ Is there more than one REA affecting the property in
question?
• Is one REA a subset of another (perhaps in the same
document)?
• Do the REAs interact or are they separate sets of
restrictions?

Eversheds Sutherland
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The site plan – consider the big picture
─ Consider options such as an umbrella REA that focuses on
access across entire property, then REA provisions (or subREAs) that restrict height, access and uses on individual
parcels. Why?
─ Focus on geography of property both internal and in relation
to surroundings
─ Topography of site
─ Infrastructure and type of development surrounding site

─ Did original drafters of shopping center REAs contemplate
that retail use of property would ever change?
─ Easements may not need to change even if use does

Eversheds Sutherland
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Site plan showing parcels

Eversheds Sutherland
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Consider the future: anticipate different ownership of
different parcels
─ Might some parcels be “peeled off” from main property?
(e.g., phased mixed-use projects)
• Possibly not subject to entire REA?
• Subdivide parcels now or later?
─ Portions of property developed by different developers with
different expertise (e.g., senior housing and drugstoreanchored strip center)
• How much interaction is really needed after development
once design parameters, utilities, access and parking are
established?
─ Prepare for phasing
• Maintenance standards before development
• Consider compensation for original phases of work that
benefit subsequent phases
• Accept that there will be fluctuations in market demand
and/or financing issues
─ Are “frozen” site plans obsolete?
Eversheds Sutherland
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Signage
─

Exterior signage is most common type
– pylon, monument or on-building
exterior signage. Also directional
signage if large development

─

Signage easements for installation and
maintenance

─

Maintenance of sign itself likely
required as common area expense or
expense among sign users for pylon or
monument, while individual sign panels
are the responsibility of the benefitted
occupant

─

Prior approval of … whom? The
developer or someone else? Also
subject to municipal requirements

─

Consider having signage details
addressed in leases rather than a
recorded REA – more flexibility. Defer
to municipal requirements, particularly
for national tenants

Eversheds Sutherland
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Role of strong tenants that are not REA parties
anchors/big box tenants:
─ Sometimes overreaching regarding control areas and
restrictions, but….
─ Contractual obligations that expire when lease does
• Subject to existing exclusives and restrictions
• Control over access roads and view corridors
• How broad is impact of tenant’s restrictions on future
development?
─ Understand the nexus between requested restriction and
economic impact on both tenant and development
─ Use concepts from junior anchor and big box leases when
crafting REA amendment
• Tie restriction to actual use, with automatic expiration
• Consider control areas rather than total frozen site plan
• Consider approval rights over limited geographic areas,
like protected parking
Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – approaches and strategies
─ Amend vs. amend and restate vs. unrecorded agreements.
• How extensive are needed changes?
➢ Confirm if prior REA should be terminated and superseded.
➢ Remove obsolete concepts such as onerous plans approval or
outdated signage requirements
➢ New parties may not want to be immersed in the details.
➢ Beware of deleting too much – lender expectations (insurance,
casualty, condemnation, succession)
➢ Amend to remove violation in lieu of obtaining consent?
─ If amendment, consider using a light hand
• Perfection vs. practicality – many reviewers
• Examples:
➢ Construction provisions vs. alterations
➢ Plans review
• Parties’ focus is likely different from parties at inception of REA
─ Unrecorded Supplemental Agreements or Approval Letters
• Obtain approvals one REA party at a time
• Avoids recalcitrant party until later time
Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – approaches and strategies
Challenges with Use Restrictions

Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
─ What issue is REA actually addressing
when imposing restriction:
• Parking – instead of prohibiting heavy
users, regulate parking

• Traffic Management – pick-up, valet
stations, bus stops
• Access – use design features?
• Signage – rely on municipal
requirements
• View Corridor – size and height
matters, maybe not use
• Aesthetics – requirements can
dissuade undesirable users

Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
─ Think of use changes affecting cost sharing obligations
• Example: REA with shared access road for multi-family
and single family developments. Costs are allocated
among all “Dwellings”. What happens if one parcel
becomes retail shopping center?

─ Perhaps amendment objective is met by creating sub-REAs
that address development on only a portion of the property.
• Mini-REA between an REA party and a sub-parcel owner
or operator passes on rights and obligations applicable
to new sub-parcel.
• Unrecorded cost sharing agreement addresses passthrough of overall CAM costs applicable to new subparcel.
• See sample forms provided.

Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
Consider de-emphasizing use restrictions
─ Do use restrictions create unintended
consequences long-term?
• Perhaps focus on the underlying
issue – parking protections
• Aesthetics – discount stores – focus
on harmonious exteriors
─ “Noxious” uses change over time
• Pet store – now potentially desirable
national big box chains
• Food sales – “Not near my clothing
store!”
• Now grocery stores fill anchor
spaces

Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
Consider the long-term nature of the relationship
─ Example of limiting interaction among different classes of
users once basic parameters set in REA
• Low rise urban infill development – retail on first floor, office
in some buildings, condo in mid-level buildings.
➢ Condo shares parking with retail/office in some parking
decks – exclusive floors
➢ Retail owner maintains center
➢ Limited interaction but for CAM payments
─ Who are REA parties throughout the term?
• REA covenants, benefits and obligations run with the land
• Explain whether new owner automatically becomes REA
party or how new REA party is recognized by others
• New owner may not have right to be REA party, only subject
to REA
• Address change in voting rights among existing REA parties
if new owner does not have right to become REA party
Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
Consider the long-term nature of the relationship
─ What happens if new owner is REA party but does not
participate?
• Limit the topics subject to approval rights
• Deemed approval if no response
• Self-help and lien rights

─ Many shopping center REAs have expired or are about to
expire.
─ Can the parties operate without an REA?
• Some easements may be perpetual
• Convert to access, parking and utility easements and
limited REA only, particularly if uses have changed?
• Use two party agreements or fewer than all parties?

Eversheds Sutherland
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REA amendments – drafting tips
Rely on municipal laws to shorten REA provisions?
─ Municipalities more active – legal requirements may reduce
need for private restrictions
─ Expect REA amendment review in connection with
redevelopment
─ Use of municipal restrictions in REA amendment
• Sign provisions vs. municipal sign requirements
• Zoning - aesthetics
• Parking ratios
• Traffic management – offsite improvements

─ Trade-off between private control and legal
requirements that might change

Eversheds Sutherland
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Conclusion
─ REAs have regularly been in effect for shopping centers and
mixed use developments for more than fifty years, so past
experience will help serve as a guide for future REAs as
projects develop and redevelop.
─ Perhaps prior drafters did not anticipate how uses might
change and that restrictions that are too cumbersome might
not be enforced in later years.
─ For successful projects that stand the test of time, drafters
must work to keep a fair balance of the benefits and
burdens among stakeholders over the term of the REA.

Eversheds Sutherland
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